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Grounding our Work: Vision of the Early
Learning Design
To maximize racially equitable, high quality, and
sustainable services for children, families, and
communities, within the parameters of program
and grant requirements and fiscal resources
As you arrive and get settled, consider: What
does the Early Learning design mean to you?

Grounding our Work: Purpose of Early
Learning Evaluation Advisory Group
 Work across groups (PSESD Early Learning staff, Center
Directors/site staff, parents) to guide the evaluation
 Provide input for the evaluation
 Review data for the evaluation to inform improvements
and next steps
 Make recommendations to Implementation Team, which
determines next steps and actions and provides

Support two-way communication with and
accountability for feedback from Implementation Team
about recommendations
ELEAG Group Norms are on your table

What we heard: Suggestions from 1/22 Early
Learning Evaluation Advisory Group Meeting
 We should continue to develop our relationships by doing the
work as a group

 We should provide context for what we are doing, including
timelines, concrete information, and how it relates to where
we have been, where we are, and were are going
 We should add short (optional) “catch-up” sessions before
each meeting
 As we move forward, we need to be more focused and go
deeper on fewer topics
 We need to engage more site staff in the evaluation

Today, we will focus on two priorities for
the evaluation
our work to define racially equitable,
high quality, and sustainable services

1Continue

data and processes for evaluating clarity
of roles, structures, and scopes of work at PSESD

2Discuss
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Why is defining these terms important?
To know if we are moving towards the vision of the
design - to maximize racially equitable, high quality,
and sustainable services for children, families, and
communities, within program and grant requirements
and fiscal resources…
… we need to know what we are looking for!

1

Defining
racially
equitable,
high quality,
and
sustainable
services will
help us assess
how the
design is
impacting
children and
families

Resulting Impact is a long term focus of
the evaluation that will emphasize:
• Site-level supports for children and
families
• Impact on children and families

• To assess impact on children and
families, we need to lay the foundation
of a shared definition now

We will practice using the
Racial Equity Tool by applying
it to our work today – we aim
to use this tool to develop and
improve our evaluation
processes:
1. How does this process help
educate about race?
2. How does this process
include voices and
perspectives, particularly from
those impacted?

Review our work from 1/22 meeting
 Gallery walk to review ELEAG input and Change Management
Team input, in two parts:

1. Importance of a focus on racially equitable, high quality,
sustainable services
2. What racially equitable, high quality, sustainable services look
like/feel like for sites and for families
 As you review: what are common themes for each of these
terms (across families, site staff, PSESD staff, Change
Management Team)?
 Consider criteria of the Racial Equity Tool:
How does this process help educate ourselves about race?
How does this process include voices and perspectives,
particularly from those impacted?

Discuss how to continue this process to
collectively define these terms
 Review suggested process (with suggestions from last
meeting)
 Use Racial Equity Tool to assess/improve suggested
process and identify ways to improve process

 Discuss where/when for rolling the process out to other
groups
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Evaluating
clarity of
roles,
structures,
and scopes
of work at
PSESD helps
us assess
strengths and
needs at
PSESD level
to support
the design

Clarity of purpose, structures, roles, and
scopes of work is a near-term focus of the
evaluation that emphasizes:
• PSESD Early Learning Supports to Individual
Staff
• PSESD Early Learning supports to Internal
Teams
• PSESD Early Learning Supports to Sites

2

Discuss data and processes for evaluating
clarity of roles, structures, and scopes of
work at PSESD
Review data from PSESD staff collected at January
staff meeting
Discuss plan for focus groups with PSESD staff

Review data from PSESD staff collected
at January staff meeting
 Review themes from PSESD staff data

 Discuss at your tables:
 What jumps out at you from the themes?
 What questions do you have?

 What topics do you think we need to focus on in talking more
with staff?
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Next Steps and Exit Slip
Next Steps
1. Roll out defining process with PC, CDs, and
PSESD staff
2. Conduct PSESD staff focus groups
3. Share first progress report for Sept 2017-Feb 2018
Next meeting: Monday, April 2nd from 9am-12pm
Please complete exit slip before you go!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION TODAY!!!

